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New Scientist magazine was launched in 1956 "for all those men and women who are interested in scientific discovery, and in its industrial, commercial and social consequences". The brand's
mission is no different today - for its consumers, New Scientist reports, explores and interprets the results of human endeavour set in the context of society and culture.
Fedezd fel és építsd be a mindennapjaidba Corinne Crossley nagyszer? tanácsait, hogy a szülés utáni csodálatos id?szakot a maga teljességében, kiegyensúlyozottan, testileg és lelkileg is
feltölt?dve tudd átélni! Az anyai szerep megkívánja, hogy folyamatosan más igényeit tartsuk szem el?tt, saját szükségleteink kárára. Az öngondoskodás a gyermek születése utáni els? évben
a legtöbb esetben elveszíti fontosságát, saját éhségünket, energiaszintünket, érzelmeinket, újonnan megélt anyai szerepünkben háttérbe helyezzük, hogy szemünk fényének, a család
legújabb tagjának, párunknak, az id?sebb gyermekeinknek, egyszóval mindenkinek megadhassunk mindent, amit t?lünk telik. Az öngondoskodás azonban nem luxus. Hanem szükséglet.
Létfontosságú, hogy id?r?l id?re kicsit kiszakadjunk, kismamaként az anyai szerep mellett jusson id?nk önmagunkra is! A szerz? terapeutaként és állandóan elfoglalt anyaként, szakért?kkel
folytatott beszélgetésekb?l merítve (akik maguk is anyukák) olyan testet és lelket egyaránt támogató gyakorlatokat és tippeket kínál, amelyek a segítségedre lesznek, hogy elkerüld a szülés
utáni els? évben oly jellemz? krónikus kimerülést. Ez a könyv az öngondoskodás számos különböz? lehet?ségével ismerteti meg a kismamákat: Támogató segítség az els? hetekben Minden
tudnivaló a szoptatásról Pihenés és alvás Testmozgás és jóga Alternatív kiegészít? kezelések (masszázs, kiropraktika, akupunktúra) Lelki terápiák, hangulatingadozások, testkép kezelése
Kapcsolatok ápolása, szex a szülés után Megfelel? táplálkozás, egyszer? receptekkel A könyvben fellelhet? praktikus gyakorlatok és támogató technikák segítenek, hogy a lehet? legjobban
kezeld az anyaság egyik legnagyobb kihívását: az öngondoskodást. „Az önfejlesztést?l nem lesz egyszer?bb az anyaság. Csak kevésbé lesz nehéz. Az anyasághoz az is szükséges, hogy
magunknak is megadjuk azt a szeretetet és tör?dést, amit a szeretteinknek nyújtunk.”
Work. Pump. Repeat.The New Mom's Survival Guide to Breastfeeding and Going Back to WorkHarry N. Abrams
The magazine that helps career moms balance their personal and professional lives.

Popular Mechanics inspires, instructs and influences readers to help them master the modern world. Whether it’s practical DIY home-improvement tips, gadgets and digital
technology, information on the newest cars or the latest breakthroughs in science -- PM is the ultimate guide to our high-tech lifestyle.
Work. Pump. Repeat is the practical guide author Jessica Shortall desperately needed, and couldn't find, when she went back to work after having her first baby. At the time, as
Director of Giving for the now-iconic TOMS Shoes brand, Jessica found herself traveling the world with a breast pump. She was stunned to learn that of the mountains of
breastfeeding books available, none cover this topic in depth.Looking like a champ while pumping milk throughout the work day isn't easy, and the only people who know how to
do it are other working mothers. So Jessica interviewed hundreds of them, and this book represents their solutions for handling every situation and disaster. The book is also
decidedly anti-Mommy Wars: all support and no judgment for the million women a year who attempt to juggle work and breastfeeding.
This edited volume explores the intersection of learning and food, both within and beyond the classroom, all within the context of sustainability. Taking a broad pedagogical
approach to the question of food, it focuses on learning and change in a number of key sites including schools, homes, communities, and social movements, keeping in mind that
we need to learn our way out of our current unsustainable food system and in to more sustainable alternatives.
Robotics is at the cusp of dramatic transformation. Increasingly complex robots with unprecedented autonomy are finding new applications, from medical surgery, to construction,
to home services. Against this background, the algorithmic foundations of robotics are becoming more crucial than ever, in order to build robots that are fast, safe, reliable, and
adaptive. Algorithms enable robots to perceive, plan, control, and learn. The design and analysis of robot algorithms raise new fundamental questions that span computer
science, electrical engineering, mechanical engineering, and mathematics. These algorithms are also finding applications beyond robotics, for example, in modeling molecular
motion and creating digital characters for video games and architectural simulation. The Workshop on Algorithmic Foundations of Robotics (WAFR) is a highly selective meeting
of leading researchers in the field of robot algorithms. Since its creation in 1994, it has published some of the field’s most important and lasting contributions. This book contains
the proceedings of the 9th WAFR, held on December 13-15, 2010 at the National University of Singapore. The 24 papers included in this book span a wide variety of topics from
new theoretical insights to novel applications.
Vol. 29, no. 8-37, no. 7 (Aug., 1937-July, 1944) include the section: Aviation.
The world's best-selling one million books, more than thousands of parents' testimonials, the UK's most popular super nanny, teaches novice parents the easiest, handy, and effective
satisfying baby parenting secret! Distinguish the different reactions between hungry, tired, and uncomfortable baby. Establish a good feeding and sleeping pattern that conforms to the baby's
natural rhythm. Make planning adjustments according to the different needs and ages of each baby. Features of this book: With more than 20 years of experience, he has accompanied
thousands of babies and their parents through the trough of parenting. The super nanny appointed by the British political and business celebrities will give each other satisfaction for the Baby
while providing work and rest!
Human Factors Methods for Improving Performance in the Process Industries provides guidance for managers and plant engineering staff on specific, practical techniques and tools for
addressing forty different human factors issues impacting process safety. Human factors incidents can result in injury and death, damage to the environment, fines, and business losses due to
ruined batches, off-spec products, unplanned shutdowns, and other adverse effects. Prevention of these incidents increases productivity and profits. Complete with examples, case histories,
techniques, and implementation methodologies, Human Factors Methods for Improving Performance in the Process Industries helps managers and engineering staff design and execute an
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efficient program. Organized for topical reference, the book includes: An overview on implementing a human factors program at the corporate level or the plant level, covering the business
value, developing a program to meet specific needs, improving existing systems, roles and responsibilities, measures of performance, and more Summaries of forty different human factors
relating to process safety, with a description of the tools, a practical example with graphics and visual aids, and additional resources Information on addressing the OSHA Process Safety
Management (PSM) requirement for conducting human factors reviews in process hazard analyses (PHAs) A CD-ROM with a color version of the book Note: CD-ROM/DVD and other
supplementary materials are not included as part of eBook file.
The practical, relatable, and humorous guide to surviving the difficult, awkward, and rewarding job of being a breastfeeding, working mom. Meet the frenemy of every working, breastfeeding
mother: the breast pump. Many women are beyond "breast is best" and on to figuring out how to make milk while returning to demanding jobs. Work. Pump. Repeat. is the first book to give
women what they need to know beyond the noise of the "Mommy Wars" and judgment on breastfeeding choices. Jessica Shortall shares the nitty-gritty basics of surviving the working world as
a breastfeeding mom, offering a road map for negotiating the pumping schedule with colleagues, navigating business travel, and problem-solving when forced to pump in less-than-desirable
locales. Drawing on the war stories, hacks, and humor of working moms, and on her own stories from her demanding job and travel in developing countries, she gives women moral support
for dealing with the stress and guilt that come with juggling working and breastfeeding. As she tells the reader in her witty, inspiring manifesto, "Your worth as a mother is not measured in
ounces." 2015 Axiom Business Book Award Winner (Silver) in the category of Women/Minorities

Babson recounts Detroit's odyssey from a bulwark of the "open shop" to the nation's foremost "union town." Through words and pictures, Working Detroit documents the events
in the city's ongoing struggle to build an industrial society that is both prosperous and humane. Babson begins his account in 1848 when Detroit has just entered the industrial
era. He weaves the broader historical realties, such as Red Scare, World War, and economic depression into his account, tracing the ebb and flow of the working class activity
and organization in Detroit -- from the rise of the Knights of Labor and the American Federation of Labor in the 19th century, through the Congress of Industrial Organizations and
the sitdown strike of the 1930s, to the civil rights and women's movements of the 1960s and 1970s. The book concludes with an examination of the present day crisis facing the
labor movement.
Simplified Chinese edition of It's Not the Stork!: A Book About Girls, Boys, Babies, Bodies, Families and Friends
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Breastfeeding notebook Baby Feeding Journal, Breastfeeding Diary, Breast Feeding Log Book, Breastfeeding Notebook Are you a Breastfeeding mum? Or do you know
someone who is currently Breastfeeding? Well, this notebook is perfect for you or as a gift to your friend or family! Breastfeeding Awareness should be fun, exciting and
memorable. take this notebook to raise more knowledge on the natural way of feeding a baby. Crunchy mom, breastfeeding mothers, breast milk donor, lactivist, pediatrician,
family and friends who support breastfeeding would love to have a notebooks apparel to raise awareness about natural feeding, donating breastmilk, pumping breastmilk etc. We
offer you: Notebook dimensions: 6"x9" - the perfect size to fit in a handbag and a backpack; 150 lined pages printed on high quality paper It can be used as a journal, notebook or
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just a composition book Perfect for gel pen, ink or pencils It will make a great personalized gift for any special occasion: Breastfeeding mum ,Christmas, Birthday, Secret Santa,
Thanksgiving, Hanukkah and Name day And much more!
"One of the best resources for startup businesses." --Inc. Magazine. Few people are as qualified to put together a road map for on-your-own success as acclaimed author Terri Lonier. A marketing consultant
who works exclusively with small and startup companies, she has also been conducting workshops for entrepreneurs since 1981. In this easy-to-follow guide, Lonier draws on her many years of experience to
advise readers on such essentials as choosing the right business, selecting the form of business, getting money without a bank loan, locating resources, cost effective marketing, and more. The new edition
includes details on the new legal option, the Limited Liability Corporation (LLC) which is revolutionizing how entrepreneurial enterprises function. Features over 1,000 solo business ideas. * Provides new
information on Internet resources, and email and marketing on the Internet. * Covers the latest technology and digital solutions for solo entrepreneurs.
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